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Stay Connected. Stay Rooted.
While UBC Botanical Garden and Nitobe Memorial Garden are closed to public access, we are
committed to bringing you opportunities to learn about and connect with nature close to your
home. We hope you are staying safe and healthy and look forward to welcoming you back
soon.

Syringa vulgaris ‘Sensation’

May 2020 in the Neighbourhood
May in Vancouver brings us warmer temperatures, an even greater diversity of plants in flower
and considerably more activity from pollinators. Because of this floral profusion, I find that I’m
slowing down even more on my daily neighbourhood walks. There isn’t much to celebrate
about in these isolating times, but the new sights and fragrances of spring’s bounty is at least a
cheerful reminder of the beauty that is all around us.

Considering the restrictions around getting out and visiting public gardens, we thought it might
be useful to highlight a few common plants that people are likely to encounter in their own
neighbourhoods through May in the Neighbourhood. Stay tuned for weekly updates! 

Many of the plants featured in April 2020 in the Neighbourhood are still in bloom. Check them
out here. 

Read more

"The Garden of Secrets" Receives Honourable
Mention by World Changing Idea Awards 

"The Garden of Secrets", a documentary film co-produced by UBC Botanical Garden and
TEALEAVES, has been recognized in the Education and Creativity categories of Fast
Company's World Changing Ideas Awards. The film explores how botanical gardens can be
“idea libraries” for the engineering and environmental challenges we face in the midst of
climate change.
 
Congratulations to TEALEAVES and the contributors from UBC Botanical Garden for earning
this recognition. UBC Botanical Garden is honoured to be part of this impactful project and
delighted by the ongoing recognition of its importance.

Learn more

Garden Research Director Elected to US National
Academy of Sciences

Photography by Paul Joseph

Dr. Loren Rieseberg, Associate Director of Research at the Garden, was recently elected to
the US National Academy of Sciences in recognition of his outstanding contributions to
evolutionary biology. We congratulate Loren on this fantastic and well-deserved honour. 

Read more

In the News

Greenheart
TreeWalk Virtual

Tour
Miss the Greenheart

TreeWalk? With the 360°
Greenheart TreeWalk Virtual

Tour, we bring the canopy
adventure to you. 

Experience the TreeWalk

Virtual Tea & Talk
Recap

On Sunday, April 26th,
UBC Botanical Garden and
TEALEAVES presented a
virtual screening of the

film "The Garden of
Secrets" followed by a

moderated discussion with
experts in botany and

design. Find out more and
watch the event recording

below.

Read more

Seeds Donated to
Heiltsuk Nation
Granny Gardens

UBC Botanical Garden is
honoured to support the
Heiltsuk Nation's Granny

Gardens food security
initiative through a
donation of seeds. 

Read more

Garden Advice
The Garden may be closed, we’re still here if you need gardening advice. 

Garden Forums
Ask your questions (and learn from others!)

through our online plant and gardening
community. Horticulturists and plant
enthusiasts are ready to help you.

Go to Garden Forums

Hortline Advice
Call or email us to get advice on a range 

of topics, including plant identification,
diagnosing pests and diseases, 
and gardening and landscape.

Click here for more information

Grow Green Guide
A guide to start and maintain eco-friendly 
lawns and gardens in the Vancouver area.

This resource is a collaborative 
project between Metro Vancouver and 

UBC Botanical Garden.

Go to the Grown Green Guide

Vancouver Trees App
Vancouver Trees is a mobile app that

describes commonly cultivated trees in the
Metro Vancouver area. Users of the app can
browse the extensive catalogue of nearly a

thousand different trees and find each tree's
identification features, ecological needs and

availability. 

Go to Vancouver Trees App

Stay Connected with Us Online

Thank you for supporting UBC Botanical Garden
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